CAYO L ARGO

Boasting over 25 kilometres of sparkling beaches and over 30 fascinating dive sites, Cayo Largo will make you feel like
you’re on your own desert island. With four picturesque All-Inclusive resorts and a group of seven unique and individual
villas, Cayo Largo offers a laidback atmosphere that’s perfect for relaxing days spent soaking up the sun.
The waters surrounding Cayo Largo are anyone’s dream, where you can swim alongside colourful fish in a protected marine
reserve and discover over 200 shipwrecks – some of which date back to the 16th century. If you prefer to stay above water,
you can head out on a deep-sea fishing excursion or take a scenic catamaran cruise along the coast at sunset.
This well-known island for its fine white sand beaches has taken a new focus and it is ready for the most discerning
travelers to come. A must-visit for the beach and nature lovers.

Located in Cayo Largo, Vilo Acuña International Airport has a complete infrastructure to serve this idyllic
destination. Due to the proximity of the country’s main cities, it is also well connected with Habana and Varadero,
being a 45-minute-long flight.
Throughout the southern shores of this island, Blue Diamond Resorts offers a wide array of hospitality concepts,
including both entertainment and 1,348 rooms in different concepts for every market.

In all its great extension, Memories Cayo Largo offers guests to enjoy
the warm waters of the place, taste the best Cuban dishes in any of its
three restaurants, or deeply appreciate the marine fauna and flora.

Starfish Pelícano Cayo Largo offers its guests a wonderful opportunity
to enjoy an all-inclusive vacation in a unique natural environment, with
24-hour food and beverage service, unforgettable excursions, and a
variety of fun activities for both adults and children.

Memories Villas offers splendidly crafted escapes through delightful
cottages in intimate ocean view settings, nestled in the laid-back
atmosphere of Cayo Largo.
Each one of these seven exceptional villas feature specific characteristics
and amenities for any type of traveler.

This family hotel is located in the Southernmost area of Cuba, on the island
of Cayo Largo del Sur, in the Canarreos archipelago. Within 20 minutes
from the hotel is the center of the tourist village with its marina, international
diving center, stores, entertainment areas and turtle rescue center.

With 45 wooden cabins, this Adults-Only hotel offers exclusivity and
relaxation to its guests, who can also enjoy the services and facilities of
the neighboring Grand Memories Cayo Largo hotel.

LEISURE AND ENTERTAINMENT
This secluded island will make you feel like you are on your own desert paradise, however, energy, fun and
entertainment are just steps away from where you are.
Blue Diamond Resorts’ seal of quality is also seen in the lively entertainment options seen across this region of Cayo
Largo, where discerning guests and local tourists can enjoy the island’s breathtaking views as well as our offer or
entertainment, food, and beverages.
•
•
•

Beach Bars
Taberna de la Marina Bar
Casa del Campesino Restaurant (TBA)
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